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The consistency of eleven selected fast-reactor and two neutron-field integral experiments
with the ENDF/B-IV and -V libraries was examined by considering contributions to chi-square.
Integral measurements least consistent with each given library were identified one at a time,
and the particular cross sections which were significantly adjusted at each step were also
identified. The results of this analysis demonstrate that, with respect to twelve out of the
thirteen integral measurements considered, ENDF/B-V is a marked improvement over Version IV in
the sense that (a) the integral data are significantly more consistent with Version V than with
Version IV, (b) fewer cross sections need to be adjusted to achieve agreement between all the
experimental data and the corresponding values calculated by Version V, and (c) the necessary
adjustments are smaller.

[least-squares adjustment, group cross sections, fast reactors, integral experiments, chi-square,
data testing, data consistency, ENDF/B-IV, ENDF/B-V]

Introduction

The motivation and plan for a large-scale under-
taking at ORNL to produce an adjusted cross-section
library for fast-reactor core-physics analysis has been
elaborated in a recently published report.' Although
some consider the ideal ultimate product of adjustment
to be an improved basic data (energy-point) library,
the more immediate and practical goal here is the gene-1
ration of a multigroup cross section and covariance I]
library to estimate core physics performance with a i;
minimum of data-related bias and to quantify perform- r
ance uncertainties. In the last decade adjusted multi-
group libraries have been used extensively by reactor
designers throughout the world, and many now consider
that least-squares adjustment of group constants is a
most practical way to extrapolate measured performance-
parameters to similar systems. For other than a very •
restricted use of the adjusted library, the quality of
the input data is critical, and therefore the emphasis
here is on using carefully analyzed integral data (in-
cluding uncertainties and correlations) and on adjust-
ing cross sections for which evaluated uncertainty
files are available.

Unless convincingly demonstrated, the validity of
any adjusted nuclear data library can be challenged.
Nevertheless, the adjustment procedure can point to
cross sections and integral data which deserve re-ex-
amination, as well as to modeling and calculations!
methods inadequacies. With this in mind, procedures
were developed to analyze the consistency of the data
used to adjust the cross sections. The first such pro-
cedure to be applied was originally intended to iden-
tify definitely irregular integral data (in a compara-
tive sense to be discussed). A similar procedure has
been successfully applied in the past to achieve im-
proved agreement between measured data and correspond-
ing calculated values.2

This procedure turned out to be a very practical
and effective tool for "data testing," and the purpose
of the present paper is to report preliminary results
of the application of this procedure to data testing
of ENDF/B-V. Since this procedure has also been ap-
plied to ENDF/B-IV data, we are able to present a com-
parison of these two libraries. In fact, much more
can be gained from a comparative analysis of two or
several libraries than from data testing of just one
given library, be it even the latest and supposedly the1
"best."

In what follows we shall briefly outline the
theoretical basis for our analysis, specify our input

data, describe the results and present a partial
analysis.

Procedure

Our starting point is the observation ttiat the
Quantity which, in the context of least-squares adjust-
ment, is referred to as x2> is acually a measure of the
.consistency between the measured and calculated values
•of the integral parameters. In other words, if the row
jr* = (rj, r2,...,rn) is the transpose of the column
Vector of the experimental responses (integral data),
r = r(o) the corresponding vector of calculated re-
sponses (the vector o is the given cross-section
library), and d = r - r, i.e., the vector of the devia-
tions between the two, and if Cj is the covariance
(uncertainty) matrix of the deviations d, then our
statement is simply the identity

X2 = d*C-Jd. (1)

To derive this identity we note that x2, by defi-
nition, is the minimum of the quadratic form

Q(a')=

where

7(o') = r + S • (o'-a)

(2)

(3)

;A common notation was used for all quantities in Eqs.
,(2) and (3): C,j is the covariance matrix of the given
cross-section library, Cr the measured response covari-
ance, and S is the sensitivity matrix of the responses
(S-jj = 3r-j/3cTj). The components of the vector a' which
iimizes Q(a ), Eq. (2), are th

i b

j
min Q( ) q (
tion, and are given by

the adjusted cross sec-

o' = o + CaS
l(Cr+SC0S

l) d . (4)

When this result, with Eq. (3), is used to eliminate
c" and r' from Eq. (2), the latter equation reduces to

y?- = d (C +SC S ) d , (5)

and it only remains to show that Cr + SC^S* is Cj.
This is almost trivial, since obviously Cj = Cr+Gf >
and Eq. (3) implies that indeed SC0S* is Cp.

Thus,' x2 measures the global, overall consistency
of a given set of differential and integral data.
However, underrating a complete set of data because of
relative inconsistency might be premature, since even
one single integral datum might significantly degrade
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its overall consistency. It is therefore desirable to !
check whether perhaps only just few integral data are
irregular, in the sense that their inclusion signifi-
cantly increases x2. but most of the data are still
definitely consistent with the cross sections. HoweverJ
studying partial sets of integral data for consistency
would only make sense, of course, if a definite scheme |
is devised for systematically ordering the data to ob- i
tain a consistency-wise optimal sequence.

Now, a very simple, and seemingly adequate proce-
dure to determine this optimal sequence would be to j
'order the integral data by their individual consisten- |
cies, i.e., by the values of the x2ls obtained for each
datum as if it were the only integral datum. We note
in passing that these individual consistencies are just
the squares of the above-defined deviations di, j
measured in terms of their rpspective standard devia- !
tions. We also note that because the deviation covari-
ance matrix C<j is nondiagonal (and would generally still,
be nondiagonal even if both Cr and Co were diagonal!) •
thi joint consistency, i.e., the joint x2> of a set of ,
integral data is not equal to the sum of the respective
individual consistencies. Still one might hope that
this would not affect the optimal order of the integral
data. Unfortunately, this is definitely not the case,
and another algorithm had to be formulated to produce
the optimal sequence.

The following procedure was eventually adopted:
Starting from the complete set of n integral data, we
eliminate the first datum and evaluate x for the re-
maining n-1 data, which we denote by x2 -.(I). Then the

second datum is eliminated from the complete set, and
Xp_-|(2) is evaluated. After this sequence is repeated
for all n data, the datum m for which

is obviously the least consistent datum, and thus the
last element in the optimal sequence. This procedure
is now applied to the remaining n-1 "more consistent"
data, and the mn_-| datum is determined as the one for
which •

! C 2 H 1 - I K ' =min fx2.2(m|mn)}, (7)
where m = 1,2 mn_1 ,mn+1,...,n. The procedure is

now repeated to determine m 2, 113,... and 30 on,
down to m,.

Now, x2 is certainly a valid measure of the consis-
tency between the experimental integral data and the
calculated values of the corresponding integral para-
meters, and thus essentially measures the consistency
between the integral data and the cross-section library
used to calculate the integral parameters. However, it
is too often applied in a rather cavalier fashion. In j
common usage, if x2/n ("x2 per degree of freedom") is
less than or equal to about unity, an adjustment is con-
sidered satisfactory and valid. Not only is this too
vague, it may also be misleading. For a given n, any
value of x2 (or of x2/") corresponds to a definite ,
probability p, the a priori probability that x2 (con- '•
sidered as a random variable) would fall at or above
that value. It is this probability which is the proper
measure of consistency. Thus, if for instance p(x2) =
0.7, we say that the data are consistent at the 70%
level. Furthermore, p(x2) depends on n:p((x2/n)=l) is
0.32 for n = 1, 0.44 for n = 10, and tends to 0.5 only
bs n + «. This is very relevant to our analysis, since
we shall evaluate x2 for data subsets of all orders,
from 1 up to the order of the complete set, and p(x2) is
particularly sensitive to n for the smaller values of n.
Thus, even if all the data in a given set are equally
consistent with the cross sections, we shall still

expect to increase with m.

The analysis of a given set of differential and
integral data, with respect to consistency, thus con-
sists of generating the optimal sequence, and then
plotting ptx^) as a function of m. The less consisteni)
data will appear at the end of the sequence, and the p
curve will decrease as m approaches n. Such analysis
should obviously identify significantly less-consistent
data, if any, and should also indicate the "level of
consistency" of the data subsets.

So far we have elaborated on how the less-consis-
tent experimental integral data can be clearly identi-
fied, and how each datum can be even assigned a quanti-
tative consistency index. There still remains the
question of identifying the "less-consistent" cross
sections in the given library. An advantage of our
procedure is that, simultaneously with the optimal
ordering of the integral data, it actually adjusts the
cross sections by each subset of integral data along
the optimal sequence. Thus, at each step we may exa-
mine the corresponding adjustment and determine what
cross sections, at which energies, need to be modified
and to what extent.

We expect that for the more consistent subsets,
only marginal adjustments will be necessary to further
improve the agreement between the experimental and
calculated values of the integral parameters. But as
each of the definitely less-consistent data is added,
more significant adjustments of particular differential
parameters will be needed to compensate for tne dis-
crepancies of these data.

The procedure for input-data analysis that we have
described actually identifies both the ir.tegral and
differential data which deserve re-examination and j
further study. It should furthermore, indicate the •
specific differential parameters which are related to :
the irregularity of each particular less-consistent
integral datum.

Input Data

The measured values and their uncertainties, the
calculated values using ENDF/B-IV data, sensit ivit ies
and covariances are described in the preceding paper by
J. H. Marable, C. R. Weisbin and G. de Saussure.3 The
Version V calculated values are described in an ORNL
internal status report by R. Q. Wright et a l . 4 and in a
paper by J . J . Wagschal, B. L. Broadhead and
R. E. Maerker.5 Table I l i s ts the integral experiments,
their measured values and the deviations of the calcu-
lated values (IV and V) from the measured values. The
same covariances and sensit ivi t ies were used in this
work for the analysis of ENDF/B-IV and the preliminary
analysis of Version V.

Results and Discussion

Before reporting on the actual results of the
present analysis, i t is instructive to briefy consider
"conventional" data testing, and at the same time to
also acquire some feeling for the evolvement of the
ENDF/B l ibrar ies. To this end we consider Fig. T i n
which plots are given of "calculated reactivity vs.
cr i t ica l assembly," corresponding to calculations based
on the Bondarenko multigroup l ibrary and the f ive
ENDF/B versions. The Version V reactivit ies were cal-
culated at ORNL;* a l l other reactivit ies were calcu-
lated at HEDL.6 Along the abscissa the order of the
U-fueled and then that of the Pu-fueled assemblies is
determined by the core fractions of the respective
f iss i le isotope. These fractions are also plotted in
the figure. The "curves," i . e . , the segments connect-
ing the points which represent the calculated react iv i -
t ies , only serve to identify the sets of calculated



Table I. Experimental and Calculated Values of Integral
Parameters By Uhlch ENDF/B Libraries Were Adjusted

Exp.
Ho.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Assembly

ZPR-6/7

ZPR-3/48

ZPR-9/31

ZPR-6/6A

ISNF

' Integral
Parameter

Ic

28f/49f

28c/49f

k

k

25f/49f

28f/49f

28c/49f

k

28c/25f

28f/25f

49f/25f

28f/25f

Measured
Value

1.000

0.02422

0.1422

1.000

1.000

1.036

0.0300

0.1230

1.000

0.1378

0.02388

1.155

O.O92O

\

(E/Cl-1
Version IV

1.555

3.551

-6.810

0.869

1.134

2.147

4.392

-6.296

1.493

-2.880

7.178

3.259

7.628

(S)
Version V

-0.190

-0.498

-6.720

-0.882

-0.705

5.930

0.402

-3.940

0.472

-3.190

2.040

1.490

2.970

values pertaining to a given l ibrary. They have no
meaning other than to serve as an eye guide. This
refers to al l the following graphs as well since we
deal everywhere with discrete sets of points. Such a
graphic representation of calculated reactivit ies
already has an advantage over the common tabular
representation, in that certain regularities (and
irregularit ies) appear at a glance, which are almost
impossible to infer from a table. As an example, we
note the great similari ty of the Version V k plot to
the core-239Pu-percentage plot (over the ZPR-6/7,
3/56B, 9/31 and 3/48 points), which seems to indicate
that these measurements are highly consistent with each
other, and that perhaps a relatively simple and small
modification of the 239Pu f i l e would result in agree-
ment between calculation and experiment. As another
example we note that the reactivity of ZPR-3/11
seems "irregular." The main reason for presenting this
figure, however, is to i l lustrate the development of
the ENDF/B l ibrar ies. The Bondarenko and Version I I
l ibraries are rather poor. The qualities of the other
l ibraries are definitely better, but rather similar.
Certainly, on the basis of these data, Version V cannot
be judged as better than Version IV.
i A flaw of "conventional" analysis, at least with j
respect to consistency of integral and differential I
data, is that i t fa i ls to take account of the jo in t j
standard deviations (which we discussed under "Proce- :
dure") of the r-7 deviations which are the appropriate ;
units in which these deviations should be measured. j
Figure 2 shows the properly measured deviations for the
Version IV and Version V calculations. The better j
quality of ENDF/B-V is already indicated. The relative!
inconsistency of Exp. 11 (2 8 f /2 5 f in ZPR 6/6A) and j
Exp. 13 (same ratio in ISNF) with ENDF/B-IV is obvious.;
However, not very much can be said with any certainty j
regarding the other experiments. In any case, since :

the limitations of this individual consistency analysis
were already discussed, we shall now proceed to present
the results of our proposed analysis. I t wi l l indeed
show that, except for the obvious irregularity of Exps.
11 and 13 with respect to ENDF/B-IV, any other tenta-
t ive conclusion that we might be tempted to draw from
Fig. 2 would be wrong. :
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Fig. 1. Calculated reactivit ies using ENDF/B-I
through -V.
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Figure 3 shows (a) the "x2/n vs. n" plots for our
13 input data evaluated for ENDF/B-IV and V,
(b) "equi-p" curves in (x2/n,n) plane, and (c) the two
"p vs. n" plots corresponding to the respective x /n
plots. We note that the two optimal sequences are
quite different. While the integral data least consis-
tent with ENDF/B-IV, in order of decreasing consistency,
are experiments 1, 11, 13, 12 and 10, the five experi-
ments least consistent with Version V are 12, 8 , 1 , 3
and 6. The only datum common to the tw< ''ets is Exp. 1
(k of ZPR-6/7). We also note that the p c rves drop
rather dramatically towards the end of the sequence, so
that in each case the last data in the sequence are
definitely less consistent with the respective l ibrary
than the f i r s t eight, which in both cases show a
remarkably constant consistency. Host importantly, i t
is clear that ENDF/B-V is signif icantly more consistent
with our integral data than Version IV. However, this
strong statement should be stated with a certain reser-
vation, while i t is true for almost al l the integral
data, when the complete set of 13 data is considered,
i t turns out to be about equally consistent with the
two l ibraries at the (rather unexciting) level of
i 30%. Further scrutiny of the curves shows that
Version V is even marginally less consistent with the
data than Version IV. This, we believe, is
"accidental." But i t serves to emphasize that testing
complete sets only of relatively many data for con-
sistency may indeed by an oversimplification.

So far we have identif ied less consistent integral
data, let us now identify some differential data that
deserve re-examination. The contribution to xz of t n e ,
cross section of isotope i for reaction k is obtained'
from the term (a-a') tCn l(o'-o') in Eq. (2) by setting
al l other elements of the adjustment vector (a-o') not
pertaining to the particular cross section equal to
zero. The more significant differential data contribu-
tions to x2 , as more and more integral data are added
along the optimal sequence, are plotted in Figs. 4 and
5 for ENDF/B-IV and V respectively. I t is seen that

significant contributions appear only with the addition
of the less consistent data, and that generally these
appear one at a time. In other words, there is a dis-
t inct relation between each irregular datum and a
particular cross section.
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The inclusion"of Exp. 11 " ( 2 8 f / 2 5 f in ZPR-6/6A), for
example, in the ENDF/B-IV data testing optimal sequence
resulted in a sharp drop of the "p-curve" to the 60%
level (Fig. 3; also reproduced in Fig. 4). This drop
is accompanied by a sharp rise in the 235U fission
spectrum contribution tox 2 ( 2 5 x l ine by No. 11 in Fig.
4). The 235U fission spectrum was indeed changed in
Version V, and Exp. 11 is now "regular." The inclusion
of this z a f / 2 5 f ratio in 2PR-6/6A now leaves us at the
extremely high consistency level (^ 98%) with Version V
data. A closer look at the Version V "p-curve", how-
ever, shows a sl ight change in the slope when the now
"regular" No. 11 is added. Once again this is asso-
ciated with the 235U fission spectrum of which the :
contribution tox2(2 SX line by No. 11 in Fig. 5) is now
much smaller, and indeed the actual change in the mean
energy of the fission spectrum adopted for ENDF/B-V
was less than the calculated adjustment to the -IV •
fission spectrum. I t is also worth mentioning that the
ISNF flux spectrum, which is dominated above the 238U
fission threshold by the 235U thermal fission spectrum
no longer contributes significantly to x2-

From the preceding discussion i t is clear by now
that an irregular datum with respect to a given
differential data l ibrary may turn out to be regular
with respect to another cross-section l ibrary. This
wi l l usually point to a particular cross section that
deserves attention rather than to the elimination of
this datum. However, i f the same datum appears again
and again as irregular, with different l ibrar ies, the
measurement may be dubious. Careful judgment should
be exercised before a datum, i f any, is to be
eliminated. •

Concluding Remarks !

The significant undertaking at ORNL to produce an
adjusted cross section library for fast-reactor core
physics is proceeding. The l ibrary w i l l be based on ;
ENDF/B-V, and sensitivit ies and covariances for these '.
data are being developed. They wi l l be used in meaning-
ful data testing as outlined in this paper. Based on
our preliminary data testing of ENDF/B-V we conclude j
;that with respect to twelve out of thirteen integral •
measurements considered, ENDF/B-V is a marked improve- ;
ment over Version IV in the sense that (a) the integral
data are significantly more consistent with Version V :

•than with Version IV, (b) fewer cross sections need to •
ibe adjusted to achieve agreement between al l the j
^experimental data and the corresponding values calcu- ;
jlated by Version V, and (3) the necessary adjustments ,
;are smaller. j
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